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Abstract. Oak species show a wide variation in morphological and physio-

logical characters, and boundaries between closely related species are often
not clear-cut. Still, despite frequent interspecific gene flow, oaks maintain
distinct morphological and physiological adaptations. In sympatric stands,
spatial distribution of species with different ecological requirements is not
random but constrained by soil and other micro-environmental factors.
Here, we discuss factors that may influence the maintenance of the integrity
of oak species in the face of interspecific gene flow. Pre-zygotic isolation
(e.g. cross incompatibilities, asynchrony in flowering, pollen competition)
and post-zygotic isolation (divergent selection) contribute to the maintenance of species integrity in sympatric oak stands. The antagonistic effects
of interspecific gene flow and divergent selection are reflected in the low
genetic differentiation between hybridizing oak species at most genomic regions interspersed by regions with signatures of divergent selection (outlier
regions). In the near future, the availability of high-density genetic linkage
maps anchored to scaffolds of a sequenced Q. robur genome will allow to
characterize the underlying genes in these outlier regions and their putative role in reproductive isolation between species. Reciprocal transplant
experiments of seedlings between parental environments can be used to
characterize selection on outlier genes. High transferability of gene-based
markers will enable comparative outlier screens in different oak species.
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Introduction
Natural hybridization between species is a
relatively common phenomenon in plants and

has played an important role in the evolution
of certain genera (Ellstrand et al. 1996). The
occurrence of gene flow between closely related plant species has various impacts on spe5
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ciation and adaptation processes (Barton 2001,
Strasburg et al. 2012, Abbott et al. 2013).
Thus, interspecific gene flow may facilitate
the transfer of genetic variants that promote
adaptation (Arnold 2004) and the invasion of
late-successional species into the range of a
pioneer species (Petit et al. 2003). However,
the homogenizing effect of gene flow on allele
frequencies of different populations (species)
can be mitigated through isolation by distance
(IBD) and isolation by ecology or environment
(IBE). In the latter pattern, which seems to be
predominant (Sexton et al. 2014), dispersal
limitations and selection against migrants due
to local adaptation may decrease the rate of
successful gene flow (Wright 1943).
Oaks are both economically and ecologically important keystone forest tree species
by providing food and shelter for wildlife, and
wood and paper products for human use (McShea et al. 2007, Aldrich & Cavender-Bares
2011). They are mostly distributed throughout
the Northern hemisphere (Nixon 1993, Aldrich
& Cavender-Bares 2011) but can also be found
in the southern hemisphere - Quercus humboldtii in Colombia (Ávila et al. 2010). Genus Quercus comprises more than 500 species
subdivided into several distinct monophyletic
groups (Manos et al. 1999, Manos & Stanford 2001). White oaks (section Quercus) are
distributed across the Americas and Eurasia,
red oaks (section Lobatae), live oaks (section
Virentes), golden cup oaks (section Protobalanus) are restricted to the Americas, while cerris
oaks (section Cerris) and cycle cup oaks (subgenus Cyclobalanopsis) occur in Eurasia and
Asia, respectively (Aldrich & Cavender-Bares
2011). Closely related oak species frequently
hybridize where distribution ranges overlap
(e.g. Ellstrand et al. 1996, Petit et al. 2003).
The propensity of many oak species to hybridize has challenged the biological species concept (Mayr 1942), and oaks served as a model
in the development of a species concept that
is founded on ecological criteria (Van Valen
1976). The occurrence of hybridization in oaks
6
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was often inferred from morphological characters (Rushton 1993), which may show high
phenotypic plasticity (Rieseberg 1995, Craft et
al. 2002, Curtu 2006). More recently genetic
assignment and paternity analyses at co-dominant genetic markers allowed the identification
of putative hybrids as genetically intermediate
individuals and of contemporary interspecific
gene flow in sympatric stands (Streiff et al.
1999, Curtu et al. 2007a).
Oak species are characterized by considerable variation in morphological and physiological characters as the result of phenotypic
plasticity, within-species genetic variation and
interspecific hybridization (Aldrich & Cavender-Bares 2011). Consequently, no single diagnostic morphological or genetic marker can
unambiguously distinguish one species from
other members of the same taxonomic section (Kremer et al. 2002, Mariette et al. 2002,
Hipp & Weber 2008). Even leaf morphological traits that are frequently used for species
identification show a large variability within
species and overlapping frequency distributions among species making the distinction
of closely related species at single characters
difficult. However, multivariate analyses using
a set of morphometric, numeric and observed
leaf characters in sympatric populations can
often be used to differentiate between closely
related species with some overlap in the phenotypic extremes (Jensen et al. 1993, Kremer
et al. 2002, Curtu et al. 2007a, Gailing et al.
2012, Viscosi et al. 2012, Yucedag & Gailing
2013). Putative hybrids have been described
based on morphological characters (Jensen et
al. 1993, Rushton 1993) and/or genetic assignment analyses using discriminating genetic
markers (e.g. Neophytou et al. 2011, Lind &
Gailing 2013). In many cases genetic and morphological assignments yielded similar results
with regard to the identification of species and
hybrids. However, incongruencies between
morphological and genetic assignment were
also observed and can be due to high morphological variation and maternal effects. For
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example, maternal effects were described to
account for the occurrence of first generation
hybrids (F1 hybrids) that are phenotypically
similar to the maternal parent (Cottam et al.
1982, Bacilieri et al. 1995, Kleinschmit et al.
1995, Kremer et al. 2002, Curtu et al. 2007a).
Controlled crosses for example between the
European white oak species Q. robur and Q.
petraea showed that F1 seedlings resembled
the female parent (Steinhoff 1993).
The main goal of this review paper is to
discuss the factors that influence the maintenance of species integrity in oaks in spite of
the existence of gene flow between closely related species. We summarize experimental and
molecular genetic studies on oak species from
different areas of their natural distribution.
Experimental interspecific crosses
Hybridization networks developed for oak
species, mainly based on the description of
morphological intermediacy in the literature
(Burns & Honkala 1990, Aldrich & CavenderBares 2011), showed a frequent occurrence of
hybrids within sections, but absence of hybrids
between distantly related species (e.g. between
red oaks and white oaks). While hybrids between white and red oaks were not found in
nature, very few putative hybrids from experimental crosses are reported in the literature
(Cottam et al. 1982). Controlled crosses confirmed that many species within one section,
even with disjunct natural distribution ranges,
are interfertile, but also showed partial or complete incompatibility for some crosses (Figure
1). For example, using experimental crosses, a
strong pre-zygotic isolation was observed between Q. petraea (female parent) and Q. robur
(male parent)(Steinhoff 1998, Kleinschmit
& Kleinschmit 2000, Lepais et al. 2013) and
between Q. ilex (female parent) and Q. suber
(male parent) (Boavida et al. 2001). On the
other hand, incompatibilities between F1 hybrids and one or both parental species appeared
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to be reduced potentially facilitating gene flow
between sympatric species with partial incompatibilities. For example, a rare Q. petraea x Q.
robur F1 hybrid could be backcrossed efficiently with both parents possibly allowing nuclear
gene flow from Q. robur to Q. petraea (Olrik
& Kjaer 2007). Likewise, seeds collected from
a hybrid between Q. lobata and Q. douglasii
were fathered by both Q. lobata (37%) and Q.
douglasii (63%), while only seven out of 394
Q. lobata acorns had mixed ancestry (Abraham
et al. 2011). Also, environmental factors might
affect the frequency of hybrid formation by reducing the success of conspecific pollen under
stress conditions. For example, interspecific
crosses between Q. gambelii and Q. grisea at
two contrasting sites in New Mexico (mesic
valley bottom, xeric mountain ridge) showed
reduced fruit set in interspecific as compared
to conspecific crosses. However, this difference was less pronounced at the xeric site suggesting that environmental stress might favor
hybrid formation (Williams et al. 2001).
Also, experimental crosses showed that
many species with disjunct natural distribution
ranges produce viable F1 seedlings (Cottam et
al. 1982, Figure 1). In the future, shifts of species distribution ranges as result of changing
climate, and introduction of non-native species
might increase the frequency of hybridization
between formerly disjunct oak species.
Genetic admixture in multispecies oak
stands
Hybrids can be distinguished from parental
species using Bayesian clustering methods
based on genetic marker information in software packages such as STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) or NEWHYBRIDS (Anderson
& Thompson 2002). The power of these analyses depends on the number of genetic markers that discriminate between species. Ideally,
many markers should be screened before an
appropriate set of informative markers is se7
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Q. gambelii
Q. virginiana
Q. mongolica
Q. douglasii

Q. macrocarpa
Q. robur

Q. garryana
Q. lobata
Q. stellata
Q. turbinella

Figure 1 Results from artificial interspecific crosses according to Cottam et al. (1982). Filled
circles represent species used as female and male parents. Species represented by
open circles were used only as pollen donor. Distribution ranges of most species
are disjunct. Natural hybrids have been described between Q. turbinella and Q.
gambelii and between Q. turbinella and Q. douglasii (Rushton 1993)

lected. This pre-screening step is critical since
the genetic differentiation between closely
related oak species is generally very low at
selectively neutral genetic markers as the result of past and ongoing interspecific gene
flow and incomplete lineage sorting (Bodénès
et al. 1997, Muir & Schlötterer 2005, Lind &
Gailing 2013). The availability of gene-based
markers (EST-SSRs, Expressed Sequence
Tag-Simple Sequence Repeats) for white (Durand et al. 2010, Bodénès et al. 2012) and red
oaks (Fagaceae Genomics web, http://www.
fagaceae.org/markers) with high transferability among species (Bodénès et al. 2012, Sullivan et al. 2013) allows for the pre-selection
of gene markers with putative roles in adaptive
species differences (see below). Genetic assignment analyses often include markers with
pronounced interspecific frequency differences
8

(so called outlier loci) that might be involved
in adaptive species differences or linked to
these genomic regions (see below) (Curtu et al.
2007a, Lind & Gailing 2013). Genetic markers
commonly used in oaks were co-dominant isozymes, genomic and gene-based microsatellites (gSSRs, EST-SSRs) or dominant markers
such as Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLPs) (Curtu et al. 2007a, Hipp &
Weber 2008, Curtu et al. 2011a). The number
of putative hybrids varied among studies and
was dependent for example on the species, the
number of informative markers (unpublished
results), the relative abundance of the species,
environmental conditions affecting the availability of con-specific and hetero-specific pollen, and the geographical location or age of the
hybrid zone (e.g. Jensen et al. 2009, Lepais et
al. 2009, Lepais & Gerber 2011, Lagache et
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al. 2013). Putative hybrids and introgressive
forms were identified wherever closely related
interfertile oak species come into contact, but
their frequency at least in the adult tree generation was often comparatively low (Craft et al.
2002). Selection against hybrids was suggested as a post-zygotic isolation mechanism that
could explain the absence of hybrid swarms as
reflected in the relatively low number of putative hybrids in contact zones between interfertile oak species (Curtu et al. 2007a, 2009). In
accordance with this hypothesis ancient contact zones between the two closely related Chinese oaks, Q. mongolica and Q. liaotungensis,
showed lower hybrid frequencies than more
recent hybrid zones, possibly as the result of
selection against hybrids that had reinforced
reproductive barriers in the ancient hybrids
zones, but not yet in the more recent ones
(Zeng et al. 2011). Likewise, based on genetic
assignment and paternity analyses (see below),
higher frequencies of putative interspecific hybrids were found in more recent hybrid zones
at the northern distribution range of Q. robur
and Q. petraea (Jensen et al. 2009) than in other studies in Europe (Streiff et al. 1999), one
of them using the same genetic markers (Curtu
et al. 2007a). If this observation holds true, it
would have implications for the frequency of
hybridization in the face of changing distribution ranges as the result of climate change and
human-mediated transport of reproductive material.
Since hybridization might be more common
in the secondary contact zones between species in the future, it is important to better understand the role of hybridization in adaptive
evolution and its possible consequences such
as transfer of adaptations between species (Arnold 2004, Arnold & Martin 2011), increase of
intraspecific adaptive variation, nuclear capture as a mechanism of invasion of one species
into another species’ range (Petit et al. 2003)
or extirpation of rare species by asymmetric
gene flow (Levin et al. 1996). It seems obvious
that changing distribution ranges of oak species and environmental conditions will affect
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both pre- and post-zygotic isolation between
oak species (Williams et al. 2001) and produce
new contact zones between formerly allopatric
species.
Gene flow analyses in mixed oak stands
In order to estimate levels of past and ongoing gene flow it is necessary to identify hybrids
and introgressive forms in different life stages
using genetic assignment and gene flow analyses. Genetically intermediate individuals may
be the result of incomplete lineage sorting in
recently diverged species and/or of past and
contemporary interspecific gene flow. However, the spatial location of genetically intermediate individuals in the contact zones between
species and accordance of genetic assignment
with gene flow analyses suggested their origin
from recent interspecific gene flow, rather than
shared ancestral polymorphisms between species (Curtu et al. 2007a, 2009, de Heredia et al.
2009,Valbuena-Carabana et al. 2007).
Con- and hetero-specific pollen donors can
be identified within sympatric oak stands by
comparison of multi-locus genotypes of adult
trees and seedlings (paternity analyses). Several gene flow studies have been conducted in
the European white oak species Q. robur and
Q. petraea (Lepais & Gerber 2011), two closely related species with different adaptations to
water availability (Breda et al. 1993, Zanetto et
al. 1994). In accordance with results from controlled crosses, paternity analyses at isozymes
and gSSRs revealed frequent but asymmetric
gene flow between these species (Bacilieri et
al. 1996, Streiff et al. 1999, Jensen et al. 2009).
Likewise, the very low differentiation at maternally inherited chloroplast (cp) DNA markers between Q. robur and Q. petraea within
geographic regions (Petit et al. 2002) was
explained by mainly unidirectional gene flow
from Q. petraea to Q. robur (“pollen swamping”) resulting in the invasion of Q. petraea
into the range of Q. robur (Petit et al. 2003).
Gene flow analyses in natural multispecies hy9
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brid zones confirmed the unidirectionality of
gene flow between both species and revealed
partial incompatibilities between other species
pairs (Curtu et al. 2009).
Interspecific gene flow can be limited by
pre- and post-zygotic isolation mechanisms.
However, cross-compatibility between F1 hybrids and pure species (Olrik & Kjaer 2007,
Lepais & Gerber 2011) suggested that reduced
incompatibilities in hybrids might be a route
for interspecific gene flow. Accordingly, a gene
flow analysis in the four European white oak
species Q. robur, Q. petraea, Q. pubsecens and
Q. pyrenaica suggested that rare F1 hybrids are
compatible and show a high fidelity to both
parental species, thus enabling gene flow between species, but preventing the evolution of
hybrids swarms (Lepais & Gerber 2011). Likewise, incompatibility between a F1 Q. lobata
x Q. douglasii hybrid and both parental species was reduced as compared to interspecific
matings suggesting that interspecific gene flow
can be facilitated by F1 hybrids (Abraham et al.
2011).
Based on paternity analysis of seeds, a comparatively high level of gene flow was found
between Q. petraea and Q. robur (e.g. 7.5% Q.
robur x Q. petraea hybrid offspring) (Streiff et
al. 1999) which is expected to prevent differentiation between species (Slatkin 1987, Muir
& Schlötterer 2005). Also, based on paternity
analyses in mixed stands of the North American red oaks Q. rubra, Q. velutina, Q. falcata
and Q. coccinea a considerable percentage of
putative hybrids (> 20%) was described between morphological species (Moran et al.
2012). Since strong viability selection acts
on tree seedlings (Müller-Starck 1985), effective gene flow might have been overestimated
if selection acts on hybrid seedlings (Muir &
Schlötterer 2005). Thus selection against hybrids is expected to result in a reduction of
hybrids from the seed to the adult tree generation.
Based on genetic assignment analyses at
gSSRs and isozymes in adult trees of a sym10
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patric oak stand consisting of the four white
oak species Q. petraea, Q. robur, Q. frainetto
and Q. pubescens, the estimated introgression
rate was high at least for some species pairs
ranging from 1.7% between Q. robur and
Q. frainetto, 6.1% between Q. robur and Q.
petraea to 16.2% between Q. pubescens and
Q. frainetto (Curtu et al. 2007a). Remarkably,
the overall percentage of hybrids in the seed
generation as determined by paternity analysis (35.9%) was considerably higher than the
proportion of hybrids and introgressive forms
(admixture coefficient < 0.9) in the adult tree
generation (20.1%) which might suggest selection against hybrids (Curtu et al. 2009).
In summary, maintenance of species integrity might be due to high levels of intraspecific
crosses and backcrosses as compared for example to interspecific crosses, pre-zygotic isolation for example through hetero-specific pollen discrimination, high hybrid fidelity towards
parental species (Lepais & Gerber 2011), and
potentially selection against hybrids in early
life stages (Curtu et al. 2009).
Unfortunately, only indirect evidence is available for the “selection against hybrids” hypothesis. Genetic assignment analyses in mixed oak
stands in different life stages (seeds, seedlings of
different age classes, adult trees) are necessary
to provide additional evidence for the reduction
of hybrids from the seed to adult tree generation
by natural selection. Ideally, hybrids should be
monitored by genetic assignment analyses from
the seed to the adult tree stage in reciprocal
transplant experiments. For this purpose, small
tissue samples (e.g. tips of cotelydons) could be
collected from seeds before planting, genotyped
at species-discriminating markers, and grown to
the adult stage. Survival and other fitness-related traits should be scored over the same time
period to assess differential survival and fitness
of hybrid individuals relative to parental species. Unfortunately, this experiment would last
at least 50 years and is difficult to accomplish
within one professional life-span.
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Evidence for divergent selection
Despite frequent recurrent gene flow in oaks,
species identity and distinct ecological adaptations are maintained in the area of sympatry
(Hipp & Weber 2008, Curtu et al. 2009). Thus,
sympatric oak species often reveal distinct
and varied adaptations to water availability
(Abrams 1990, Brendel et al. 2008) and have
defined ecological niches within sympatric
stands suggesting a role of natural selection in
maintaining species differences. For example,
species in a sympatric oak stand in Central Romania consisting of four interfertile European
white oak species were spatially clustered in accordance to their ecological requirements and
hybrids occurred predominantly in the contact
zones between species in intermediate environments (Curtu et al. 2007a). A lower percentage
of putative hybrids in the adult as compared to
the seed generation provided additional indirect evidence for selection against hybrids (see
above, Curtu et al. 2007a, 2009). Likewise,
the distribution of Q. robur and Q. petraea in
adult sympatric stands is strongly correlated
with different ecological requirements with regard to water availability (Cochard et al. 1992,
Breda et al. 1993), and in a mixed Q. petraea
/ Q. pyrenaica stand in Central Spain hybrids
were located in “areas of maximum contact”
between both parental species in different micro-environments (de Heredia et al. 2009). In
the western North American red oak species
Q. wislizeni, Q. parvula, Q. agrifolia and Q.
kelloggii, proportions of hybrids and introgressive forms were more strongly correlated with
climate variables than with distance also suggesting ecologically-driven selection (Dodd &
Afzal-Rafii 2004).
In order to quantify selection against species
and hybrids, genetic assignment analyses and
monitoring of parental species and hybrid performance from seed to adult stage in both parental environments are necessary (see above,
reciprocal transplant experiments). Using reciprocal transplants, different local adaptations
to leaf herbivory were found in neighboring Q.
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rubra populations (Sork et al. 1993). Given
the lower rate of interspecific as compared to
intraspecific gene flow, as result of divergent
selection even more pronounced differences in
fitness-related traits are expected in interspecific transplants between neighboring stands.
As result of interspecific gene flow and incomplete lineage sorting, genetic differentiation at nuclear (Mariette et al. 2002, Muir &
Schlötterer 2005, Craft & Ashley 2006, Curtu
et al. 2011b, Lind & Gailing 2013, Vidalis et
al. 2013) and cpDNA markers (Whittemore
& Schaal 1991, Petit et al. 2002) is very low
between closely related hybridizing oak species. For example, analysis of eight genomic
microsatellites in seven mixed stands of Q.
robur and Q. petraea revealed that only 1.5
% of the genetic differentiation was distributed between species (Mariette et al. 2002).
Genetic markers with increased interspecific
divergence were found between neighboring
populations of different taxonomic groups of
interfertile oak species among AFLPs (Coart
et al. 2002, Mariette et al. 2002), isozymes
(Finkeldey 2001), gSSRs (Scotti-Saintagne et
al. 2004b, Goicoechea et al. 2012), gene-based
EST-SSRs (Sullivan et al. 2013) and Single
Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) markers
(Guichoux et al. 2013). For example, interspecific differentiation between Q. petraea
and Q. robur at outlier locus ssrQrZAG96 was
22.3% (Muir & Schlötterer 2005) and 30.8%
(Curtu et al. 2007b) compared to an average
genomic differentiation of less than 3% at
nuclear markers (Mariette et al. 2002). High
genetic differentiation at these “outlier loci”
was interpreted as result of divergent selection
acting on these gene markers or linked makers
since divergence was substantially greater than
expected under a null hypothesis of neutrality
(Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004b). As result of the
reduction of effective interspecific gene flow
by divergent selection, linkage disequilibrium
(LD) is predicted to be higher in genic regions
under divergent selection (outlier regions) than
in control (selectively neutral) regions (“divergence hitchhiking”) (Via 2009, 2012). Diver11
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gence hitchhiking allows for the accumulation
of alleles involved in reproductive isolation between species and thus is a necessary requirement for ecological speciation in sympatry
(Via 2012). Accordingly, lower recombination
rates were found in outlier regions between Q.
petraea and Q. robur as compared to a control
region (Goicoechea et al. 2012).
The availability of EST resources in oaks
enables the development of gene-based markers such as EST-SSRs and SNPs in candidate
genes with putative role in adaptive species
differences (e.g. drought tolerance related
genes) and reproductive isolation between
species (e.g. phenology genes) (Durand et al.
2010, Ueno et al. 2010, Ueno et al. 2013).
Gene-based EST-SSRs show high transferability between different oak sections (Sullivan
et al. 2013) and can be used for comparative
outlier screens in different oak species to identify gene families related to adaptive species
differences. The eastern North American red
oak species Q. ellipsoidalis, Q. velutina, Q.
coccinea and Q. rubra represent a gradient
from the most to least drought tolerant of eastern North American red oaks (Abrams 1990)
and occur in different micro-environments
with some overlap in the contact zones (Figure
2a). Similarly European white oak species are
confined to environments with different water
availability (Figure 2b). Outlier analyses using gSSRs and gene-based EST-SSRs revealed
outlier loci with putative roles in abiotic stress
response, photosynthetic efficiency and the
control of flowering time in red oak species
(Lind & Gailing 2013, Sullivan et al. 2013,
Lind-Riehl et al. 2014). Accordingly, higher
interspecific genetic differentiation was detected between the ecologically different species
Q. robur and Q. petraea at gene-based markers than at anonymous potentially non-coding
markers suggesting that functional genomic
regions are involved in adaptive species differences (Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004b). Outlier
loci were distributed on nine out of 12 linkage
groups revealing a mosaic of regions perme12
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able to interspecific gene flow interspersed by
genomic regions with signatures of divergent
selection (Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004b). Comparative outlier screens in different oak sections could reveal whether some of the same
genes are involved in adaptive species differences and reproductive isolation (e.g. drought
tolerance, phenology).
Interestingly, Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL)
that are associated with species discriminating
characters show a similarly wide-spread distribution across linkage groups as outlier genomic regions (Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004b).
Thus, polygenic inheritance was found for most
analyzed traits with high interspecific differentiation (Saintagne et al. 2004, Scotti-Saintagne
et al. 2004a, Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004b,
Parelle et al. 2007, Gailing 2008, Gailing et
al. 2008, Gailing et al. 2013). A major QTL
was only detected for water use efficiency in
a Q. robur full-sib family explaining more that
20% of the phenotypic variation (Brendel et al.
2008). Since appropriate interspecific crosses
were not available, characters discriminating
between Q. petraea and Q. robur were analyzed in intraspecific Q. robur crosses. Thus,
the number of QTL and the phenotypic variation explained by each QTL could have been
underestimated (Gailing et al. 2013). Future
studies should analyze whether QTL for adaptive species differences co-locate with outlier
genomic regions (Figure 3). For this purpose,
genome scans for outlier regions using for
example Restriction Site Associated DNA
(RAD) markers (Baird et al. 2008) should be
performed in different contact zones between
species. In the near future, high resolution genetic linkage maps (Bodénès et al. 2012) in Q.
robur and Q. petraea anchored to scaffolds of
the sequenced Q. robur genome (Faivre Rampant et al. 2011, Neale & Kremer 2011) [https://w3.pierroton.inra.fr/Quercus Portal/] will
allow to identify the location of outlier genes
relative to species discriminating QTL. Reciprocal transplant experiments of seedlings
between parental environments could be used
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Q. ellipsoidalis
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Contact zone

Q. rubra
Photo: O. Gailing

Q. pedunculiflora

Contact zone

Q. robur
Photo: Al. Curtu

Figure 2 a: Q. ellipsoidalis in dry outwash plains mixed with Jack pine (left), contact zone between Q. ellipsoidalis and Q. rubra (middle), Q. rubra mixed with white pine (right). b: Q. pedunculiflora
on sand dunes (left), contact zone between Q. pedunculiflora and Q. robur (Fundeanu-Grivita
- Eastern Romania), Q. robur in a mesic site (Central Romania)

to assess the impact of divergent selection on
genes located in outlier and/or QTL regions.

Conclusions
Oaks provide a model to study the genetic basis
of species integrity in the face of ongoing in13
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Figure 3 Hypothetical example of co-location of QTL for adaptive species differences with outlier genomic
regions. Genome-wide significance for QTL is indicated by a dashed line. Outlier loci under divergent selection and linked loci are designated by stars (loci M, N). According to Via (2009) low
interspecific differentiation (FST) at locus L is due to an ancestral polymorphism predating QTL
divergence

terspecific gene flow. They also provide an experimental system to identify genomic regions
that are involved in species differences. Genome-wide outlier screens can identify genes
that are under divergent selection between
species. These outlier genes can be plotted on
high density genetic linkage maps anchored to
a sequenced genome that will become available for Q. robur in the near future.
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